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Years ago, having been hastily summoned by Arthur Oldham to conduct a couple of rehearsals with 

the Choeur de l’Orchestre de Paris (not an invitation lightly refused), I arrived at Orly from Nice with 

barely time to make the first rehearsal. Running along the taxi rank, I grabbed the cab at the head of 

the queue and collapsed in the back seat. Breathlessly I blurted out the destination in central Paris – 

whew, just time if we’re lucky with the traffic! The driver, who was reading a newspaper, sighed and 

rolled his eyes, chucked the paper on the seat beside him, turned the key languidly in the ignition, 

and drove off at a leisurely pace with silent yet supremely eloquent disdain for my inelegant haste. 

Welcome to Paris, I thought…. 

With this at the back of my mind I warned the chorus at last year’s recent Wexford Festival of the 

probable joys to come when the team from the Opéra Comique arrived for rehearsals of our co-

production of Le Pré aux Clercs by Hérold. Having premiered the new production in Paris during 

February 2015, the French équipe was unlikely to be lit up with enthusiasm I prognosticated, firstly 

for the sleepy little Irish fishing port, still less with les connards anglais who, in this first revival, were 

about to compromise the Opéra Comique’s illustrious lineage. Just think : Rameau, Gluck, 

Auber, Halévy, Berlioz, Bizet, Offenbach, Delibes, Massenet, Charpentier, Debussy, Ravel, Poulenc - 

names to conjure with, each one historically associated  with that august institution – and last but 

not least, Hérold.  Et bien, alors? Precious pearls cast before swine at Wexford. Bof!  

How wrong can one be? They turned out to be the most delightful bunch, charming, funny, talented 

– all you could wish for. I won’t say it was love at first sight, but after a slightly sniffy first few 

minutes each side realised that the opposition was something to be reckoned with, which in turn led 

to one of the most agreeable rehearsal periods I have experienced in the lyric theatre. The result? 

Well, suffice to say that the Wexford Festival chorus and orchestra have now been given an 

enthusiastic carte blanche invitation to Paris to perform a work of our choice at the Opéra Comique. 

 

   

Entente cordiale! Le Pré aux clercs 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Auber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fromental_Hal%C3%A9vy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hector_Berlioz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Bizet
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Truth to tell, opera chorus-mastering is something I only do in a festival context – full-time in opera 

houses not being essentially my cup of tea, much as I love opera as a genre. However, thanks to THIS 

man I have been extremely fortunate to be put in charge of three or four of the world’s best opera 

choruses – and I’m not just saying it, because the Wexford chorus was nominated as exactly that in 

the International Opera Awards recently. Not that the man in question appointed me to the post at 

Wexford you understand – he just recommended me. Of whom, then, do we speak?  

Ecce homo! 

 

 

That’s ‘im on the left guv – Brian Dickie. I like to think he “discovered” me in Nice some 21 years ago. 

Everyone in the business knows Brian well as someone with an uncanny knack for spotting 

voices/singers/directors/conductors – he sits on audition panels and is a competition judge around 

the globe. Not only that, but, as he has repeatedly proved as head of some of the world’s leading 

opera companies, he knows how to put an artistic team together so that the alchemy really works. 

By sheer chance it happened in Wexford this year without his connivance for once, thanks to David 

Agler, current Artistic Director at Wexford : viz Stephen Barlow, conductor of Koanga by Frederick 

Delius, Michael Gieleta, director of same, and yours truly found each other artistically. But we have 

all three served under the tyrant’s (BD’s) yoke at some time or other in our careers, and, felicitously, 

the teamwork was spontaneous, effortless, convivial, and highly productive. What goes around 

comes around, and as things would have it, Brian, having been appointed Artistic Director at 

Wexford at the startlingly young age of 26 (yes, I know, small world!), decided to pay us a visit this 

year. Just checking up, I suppose. So here we are having lunch at The Yard  - not Scotland Yard, I 

hasten to add, indeed quite the opposite…. 

But Brian hasn’t been the only friendly visitor to make the pilgrimage to Wexford –  we had the good 

fortune to welcome John Mordler, until recently Director of l’Opéra de Monte Carlo, and David Lloyd 

Jones, among other things Trustee and Adviser to the Delius Trust. He is an old friend, and was there 

with several other members representing the Trust. Susie and I enjoyed a wonderful evening as their 

guests at the excellent Greenacres restaurant.  
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And who might these four likely suspects be?....  

 

Aha. Well, starting from the left, Kate Cobb, Cy Todd, Jean-Charles Mourey, and Gideon Levingstone 

– all members of Ensemble Vocal Ristretto who have visited the Wexford Festival during my time, 

and very heartwarming it has been to have them there. Gideon, in fact, though he lives in France has 

close family ties with the area. Kate, who is also Présidente of the Association Ristretto, had the 

good fortune to be present on her birthday this year at a stage and orchestra rehearsal in the 

theatre, and had Happy Birthday played for her by the full orchestra of 60 players! 

And the opera house itself? Rather than me blathering on about it, why not visit this link for a virtual 

guided tour? http://www.wexfordopera.com/about-us/wexford-opera-house 

Suitably impressed?  Quite as remarkable as the interior (in its own discreet way) is the exterior – 

 Spot it? Well, just. The fly-tower is a bit 

of a giveaway, but otherwise you could 

easily miss it – not helpful if you’re late 

for a show. The main entrance to the 

foyer is by the car. (NB by the car…) 

Luckily Jean-Charles made all the 

performances on time, even sparing a 

moment to pose for this photo. Equally 

deceptive is the aspect from the other 

end of the…er… High Street, if you 

please, though again you’d be forgiven 

for thinking you were staring down a 

back alley. See below. 

 

The suspicious figure lurking in the shadows is not a 

plain-clothes police officer (or worse) doing his 

stuff, but me, as we were staggering our way home 

from the last-night party. Susie took the picture 

before we rolled into bed for an hour’s sleep prior 

to our 2.30 AM departure to catch the early plane 

from Dublin back to Nice. 

What a fulfilling season - thanks to David Agler for 

his perspicacity in choices of repertoire and artists 

alike. Brownie points! 

 

http://www.wexfordopera.com/about-us/wexford-opera-house
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 I want to tell you about a conductor who came to the Nice opera when I was working there in 1989. 

The piece in production was Pikovaya dama (the Queen of Spades) by Tchaikovsky, sung in Russian 

of course. We had two pukka Russians in the cast, one of whom, a 27-year-old baritone, was making 

his operatic début in the role of Yeletsky. Bit green behind the ears – from Siberia - nobody had 

heard (of) him. Name of Dmitri Hvorostovsky apparently. On the first day I, as assistant conductor, 

played the piano for the first music rehearsal in my usual try-to-sound-like-an-orchestra-and-sod- 

the-wrong-notes way. Anyway the moment this young Russian opened his mouth to sing, as you can 

well imagine, everybody’s eyes and ears popped out! The other Russian was Yuri Masurin, who sang 

the part of Herman – also quite phenomenal. 

To continue then, apart from these two amazing Russians we had a Hungarian soprano, a Greek 

bass, a Romanian director, a German Countess (Marta Mödl none less, the Brünnhilde on my 

treasured Furtwängler Ring recording), and obviously a French chorus. So, in what language do we 

rehearse with the ensemble for heaven’s sake? 

Italian, of course! (Not a single Italian present though.) 

Bit of a compromis anglais, but chosen by the aforementioned conductor, who had already been 

rehearsing with the Russians in their native tongue, the Hungarian in German, the Greek and 

Romanian in English, and the chorus and orchestra in French. I have already mentioned him in 

despatches : David Lloyd Jones – conductor, editor, translator, founder and first musical director of 

Opera North and the English Northern Philharmonia. And conductor of several productions at 

Wexford during past years. 

A raconteur par excellence, DLJ as visitor regaled us in this season’s Wexford with his tales from 

here, there, and everywhere. Here he is in action….. 

 

Not only is he the most 

erudite man I know, but 

with a single anecdote he 

can slay you, causing you to 

choke on your dinner, as 

you cope desperately 

reconciling a guffaw with 

an irreconcilably full 

mouth! 

(You can’t see, but the 

people seated opposite are 

wisely ducking out of 

harm’s way…..) 

 

I’ve known David since my music staff days at the ENO in the 1970’s. That spectacular Colin Graham 

production of Prokofiev’s War and Peace which David conducted – wow, epic! Can’t remember 

whether it was he, or the late lamented Ted Downes who made the English translation, but the 

whole production has remained with me for life, partly because it marked the debut of the radiant 
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Felicity Lott (Flott) as Natasha. She had also made a hit with a memorable Pamina in the same 

season at ENO. 

Anyway, David and I have since seen one another on and off over the years and we’ve even slaved 

together under the tyrant’s yoke (see B. Dickie, above) in 1998, in Baden-Baden, at the European 

Union Opera, of which Brian was General Director. Fostering emerging talent has always been 

Brian’s business, and we had the likes of Miah Persson and Roland Wood at Baden-Baden, the latter 

in my chorus. Now he’s a prominent opera and recording artist.  

Doing my bit locally : violinist Pieter Schoeman, currently leader of the London Philharmonic, and 

baritone Jean-Luc Ballestra, both of whom I was fortunate to be able to encourage down here in 

Nice. Jean-Luc was a mere 19 when he walked into my house for his first coaching session, since 

when he’s moved on a bit, buzzing around major opera houses : Rome, San Francisco, La Monnaie, 

the Salzburg Festival, Aix, Paris, Glyndebourne, and later this year he makes his debut at La Scala. 

Pieter was leader of the Orchestre des Concerts Syrinx, which I founded and conducted in the region 

from 1995 to 2010. We’ve kept in contact, and have since performed the Britten Double Concerto 

together with his colleague Alexander Zemtsov, principal viola of the LPO. I conducted the Wiener 

Concert-Verein, chamber orchestra of the Wiener Symphoniker, and - indirectly as a result - the two 

have since recorded it : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yH8jd7ZVdwo 

Young people….we were all young once, n’est-ce-pas? Delius’ music is made for young people. As a 

pimply teenager I remember dreaming of the girl of the moment whilst listening languidly to Delius’ 

Brigg Fair. Here’s a touching scene (now don’t misunderstand me) from 1964, when Brigg Fair and 

Violet were top of my pops – pretty much one and the same thing: 

 

You’ve doubtless worked out which is Violet, but who’s Bunny? Aha – that’s for later, when we get 

back to South Africa. (Oh yes!) Meanwhile here’s the rainbow nation contingent from the Koanga 

team at the 2015 Wexford Festival : 
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South Africans to a man. Starting with a bona fide man, James Macnamara, set designer, who’s got 

his arms round those three gorgeous gels. On his left Sarah Roberts from Johannesburg, costume 

designer, and immediately to his right Nozuko Teto, who sang the principal soprano role of Palmyra. 

And at the far extremity of James’ amazingly telescopic arm, Susie, my spouse – not officially part of 

the artistic team, but closely connected for obvious reasons. (Pity that Boyzie Cekwana, 

choreographer, and his South African dance team weren’t around for the piccie – they likewise did a 

great job in Koanga, altogether a coup for South Africa!) 

And of course I mustn’t forget the title role protagonist himself – Norman Garrett from the USA : 

(No, I’m not kneeling, nor indeed is Susie – just that we were so completely dwarfed!) 

 

Anyway, just to get things 

straight on the who’s 

tallest stakes, I arranged to 

meet Norman with a few 

of my trusty male 

choristers in slightly less 

agreeable circumstances.  

 

Less agreeable for him, I 

mean…….. 
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Yeah, that’s a gun pointing at 

his head. A few minutes later 

he was pushing up the 

daisies.  

Or rather the plants that 

inhabit the Florida swamps. 

If you know your opera….  

Actually Michael Gieleta’s 

moving production of 

Koanga’s Act 3 had him rise 

from the dead, and with his 

brutally executed slave 

companions walk off into a 

magical African sunset, or 

dawn perhaps. 

Unforgettable. 

 

Here, by the way, are those Florida swamps so evocatively depicted in Koanga. Not a stage set this 

time, but the real thing - a photo taken by Michael Gieleta himself, who is currently directing in the 

States and just happened to be flying by : 

 

Thanks Michael. Timely and appropriate! 
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A little less exotic by comparison are the swamps of Wexford, still, rather pretty when viewed over 

the rooftops and harbour from my chorus rehearsal room : 

 

I cunningly arrange the seating so that the choristers sit with their backs to the panorama, while I 

face the huge window during rehearsals. You’d think the poor dears would quickly get bored, but 

they’re so very sweet, and manage to feign sustained interest in my blatherings, even when getting 

their notes just before a show. 
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 And their advanced training at college teaches them how to shut people up diplomatically – you can 

probably guess what’s in the bag :   

 

  

Well, Ireland is Ireland…. 

As perfectly exemplified by this charming sign in a Wexford junk shop window : note, local sensibilities 

carefully respected, with the offending letter decorously suppressed. 

 

 

Tootle-pip! 


